We applied the Effective Liquid Drop Model (ELDM) to predict the alpha-decay, cluster emission and cold fission half-life-values of nuclei in the region of Superheavy Elements (SHE). The present calculations have been made in the region of the ZN-plane defined by 155 < N < 220 and 110 < Z < 135. Shell effects are included via the Q-value of the corresponding decay case. We report the results of a systematic calculation of the half-life for the three nuclear decay modes in a region of the ZN-plane where superheavy elements are expected to be found. Results have shown that, among the decay modes investigated here, the alpha decay is the dominant one, i. e. the decay mode of smallest half-lives. Half-life predictions for alpha decay, cluster emission and cold fission for the isotopic family of the most recent SHE detected of Z=115 and for the isotopic family of the already consolidated SHE of Z=lll are presented. one can find the numerical values of the two free model parameters used for the different nuclear decay modes of heavy nuclei.These values are being applied here to nuclei of the superheavy elements region.
These two descriptions have been already detailed in Refs. [17] [18] [19] [20] 22, 25 ]. Gamow's penetrability factor [26] can be calculated by considering two different inertia coefficients:
Werner-Wheeler's [27] and effective inertia coefficients [17] . In this work we have used the VMAS mass transfer and Werner-Wheeler's inertia coefficients. In table A of Ref. [21] one can find the numerical values of the two free model parameters used for the different nuclear decay modes of heavy nuclei.These values are being applied here to nuclei of the superheavy elements region.
At this point, we wish to emphasize the effetive character of the potential barrier of the ELDM. Accordingly, for the surface potential energy we have introduced an effective surface tension, a e ff, to the system in the molecular-like phase, defined through the 
where Z^e (i = p, 1,2) are the nuclear charges, respectively, of the parent, emitted, and daughter nuclei. The final radii of the fragments should be given by
to be consistent with the uniform charge distribution considered in the Coulomb potential.
The radius of the parent nucleus is determined by the simple formula
where r 0 is the most significant free parameter of the model (see Table A of Ref. [21] ). We remark that this definition for the surface tension establishes the effective character of the model because the difference between the energies of the initial and final configurations of the system reproduces the energy released in the disintegration, the Q-value. Therefore, for thg surface potential energy we have
Here Si and S2 denote the surfaces of the emitted and daughter nuclei, respectively. Another important point to remark is that although the model has been developed under the CBPF-NF-022/04 approximation of spherical fragments, the effect of deformation has been partially taken into account in the height of the barrier, through the Q-value of the reaction and the effective separation of the fragments at contact, which is dictated by the nuclear radius parameter, r 0 . For cold fission cases, the influence of a possible, actual quadrupole deformation of fragments on the height of the barrier is certainly important, and it should, on a time, be incorporated explicitly into the present ELDM. The effect of the prolate deformation of fragments, for instance, is to lower the fission barrier at the contact configuration, therefore changing substantially (perhaps by a few orders of magnitude) the half-life of the cold fissioning system. The somewhat high value of r 0 = 1.39 fm used throughout the present cold fission half-life calculation is an attempt to overcome the difficult of the model in dealing with the actual fragment deformation. As it was done in
Ref. [21] , the cold fission and cluster emission processes are distinguished by their degree of mass asymmetry. By defining the mass asymmetry coefficient as can find in Ref. [24] , because this latter work considers the ordinary spontaneous-fission process. Spontaneous-fission exhibits a distribution, among others, of kinetic energy of the fragments. The most appropriate experimental data to be compared with ours should be exclusive in the kinetic energy of fragments, i.e., modes of nuclear break-up leading to fragments with kinetic energy very near to the Q-value. In Table 1 we show a comparison between calculated and experimental decay data for the alpha emission mode.
We remark that our theoretical predictions for the alpha decay half-lives of the recent detected cases of 168. < N < 173 using the Q-values from Ref. [23] differ from the experimental determination by less than three orders of magnitude (see Table 1, 6 th column). However, if the experimental Q-values from Ref. [7] are used in the ELDM routine instead of those obtained from the mass we expect the ELDM to be helpful in predicting, within one order of magnitude or so, the half-life for the alpha decay, cluster emission and cold fission processes half-life of superheavy elements.
In summary, we are reporting the results of ELDM for a systematic calculation of the half-life for the nuclear fragmentation modes (alpha decay, cold fission and cluster emission) in a region of the ZvV-plane where superheavy elements are expected to be found. 
